
Department: Mathematics                                                  

Program Outcomes (Bsc) 

1 ) Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science principles to the solution of complex problems. 

 2) Devise solutions for intricate problems and plan system components or processes that meet the 

specified needs with appropriate consideration for the society, health, safety, societal, and 

environmental considerations.  

3)  Use innovation-based knowledge and creative methods including design of experiments, analysis and 

interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.  

4)Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern IT tools including prediction 

and modeling to complex activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

5) Comprehend the influence of the proficient clarifications in societal and environmental context for 

sustainable development.  

 6) Function effectively as an individual, and in assorted teams. 

7) Communicate effectively on various activities and make effective presentations.  

8)  Exhibit comprehension and understanding of the programmes and apply them in a multidisciplinary 

environment. 

9) Be familiar with the need for and have the training and skill to engage in self-regulating and life-long 

learning in the broadest perspective of hi-tech change. 

Department: Mathematics 

Program specific Outcome (PSO): Bsc(Mathematics) 

 

1. Students will acquire problem-solving skills in a broad range of mathematics. 

2. Students will be able to produce and judge the validity of rigorous mathematical arguments. 

3. Students will be able to communicate mathematical ideas and arguments, both written and 

orally. 

4. Students will be prepared to use mathematics in their careers. 

5. Use mathematical ideas to model real-world problems. 

6. Utilize technology to address mathematical ideas. 

7) Student can develop proficiency in writing proofs. 

 



Class Paper Course outcome 

FYBsc Mathematics 

Paper 1 –Calculus 

Students able to 

1.Understand various properties of real numbers,concept 

of distance between two real numbers 

2. Define  different types of sequence. 

3. Prove properties of convergent  sequence. 

4. Give examples for convergence, divergence and 

oscillating series. 

5. Discuss the behaviour of the geometric series. 

6. Verify the given series is convergent or divergent by 

using different test. 

7. Determine whether limit of function exists. If they do, 

find the limits 

8. Find one-sided limits 

9. Use the definition of continuity to determine if a 

function is continuous at a point or on interval 

10. Use the limit definition to find the derivative of a 

function and the slope of a graph at a point 

11. Find higher order derivatives 

12. Find derivatives implicitly 

13. Find the open intervals on which a function is 

increasing or decreasing 

14. Use the First Derivative Test to find the relative 

extrema of a function 

15.use Taylor’s theorem for approximations. 

 

Mathematics 

Paper II -Algebra 

Students able to 

1.Learn Technique  to verify whether certain result is true 

for all natural numbers 

2. Study various properties of Numbers . 

3. Study Technique of Binomial expansion. 

4. Learn Application of Congruences to prove various 

Mathematical rules and puzzles. 

5. Learn Functions which is  essential for studying calaulus. 

6. Understand Properties of Mathematical Operations. 

7. Understand how equivalence relation defines partition 

of a set and vice-versa 

8. .Study Technique of Polynomial expansion and their 

roots 

9.LearnApplication of Matrices in solving System of 

Equations 

10.Learn Geometric Interpretation of Solutions of System 

of Equations 



11.Study  vector spaces and various Mathematical  

properties of vectors 

12.Understand Transformation of vectors 

 

SYBsc CalculusIII, 

Calculus IV 

Students will understand and become ready to use 

following. 

1) Concepts  of multivariable functions 

2) To understand Physical quantities like rate of change, 

tangent normal  to the surfaces and level curves . 

3) Learning of extreme value of functions and constraint 

extremum. 

4) Approximation techniques using Taylor-Maclurian 

series 

5) Differentiation of vector fields 

6) Ability to integrate  proper and improper integrals. 

7) Evaluation of volumes of surfaces of rotation. 

8) Evaluation of surface Area. 

 

Mathematics  

Paper II 

Linear Algebra 

1.   Linear algebra is being used to interpret existence and  

uniqueness of solutions geometrically. 

2.  To understand algebraic and geometric  

representations of vectors in R
n
 and their operation. 

3.   Being used to solve the system with the help of  

inverse of the coefficient of matrix. 

4.   Being used to solve the systems such as  

homogeneous and non homogeneous systems. 

5.   Perform common matrix operations. 

6.   Being used for various matrix transformations. 

7.   Being used to translate word problem into linear. 

8.   Identify special matrices. 

 

Mathematics 

Paper III-Discrete 

Mathematics and 

Differential 

Equations 

Students able to 

1.Solve various  complicated problems using Counting 

Principles. 

2.Unerstand techniques of  solving problems using 

Recurrence Relations. 

3. Understand properties of Permutations 

4.Solve Differential Equations of Higher order 

5.Understand application of Differential Equations 

 

 

TYBsc 

Multivariable 

Calculus II,  

Basic Complex 

Analysis 

Students will understand and become ready to use 

following. 

1) Double and Triple Integrals 

2) Centre of Gravity of objects and Moments 



3)  Line Integrals and Calculating Work done. 

4) Flux Density  

5) Surface and Volume Integrals 

6) Concepts of Basic Complex Analysis. 

7) Differntiation and Integration of complex valued  

functions. 

 

 Mathematics 

Paper II – Linear 

algebra and 

Algebra 

1) study of Quotient spaces,  Orthogonal linear transformation 

and  Isometries on Inner product space.  

2) Cayley Hamilton theorem and its application. 

3) Study of Eigen values and Eigen vector of Linear 

transformation , matrices  

4)Study of similar matrices,  Minimal polynomial and Invariant 

subspaces. 

5) Study of diagonalizable matrices 

6) Study of  Orthogonal diagonalizable matrices and Quadratic 

forms 

7) Study of Normal subgroups and quotient groups 

8) Study of Cayleys theorem and external direct product 

9) Study of Rings, subrings, Ideals, ring homomorphism and 

isomorphism 

10) Study of prime ideal and maximal ideal 

11) Study of polynomial ring 

12)Study of fields and examples. 

Mathematics 

 Paper II 

Topology of 

metric spaces 

1.   Topology uses to analyze complex network for 

       example, social network, biological networks,  

       Internet etc. 

2.   Applies differentiate topology for probability to  

identify multivariate interactions. This was used in  

      neuron science recently to deduce how neurons are  

interacting. 

3.   Using cell phones to map out the topology of indoor 

spaces. 

4.   Using to decide the shape of molecule by an analysis  

of the topology of a related graph. 

5.   Topology is applicable of medical imaging software 

and technology.  

 

Mathematics 

Paper IV-Number 

Theory and It’s 

Applications 

Students able to 

1.Understand Application of Congruences to prove various 

Mathematical rules . 

2.Apply Chinese Remainder Theorem to solve system of 

Equations 

3. Understandwide range of applications of Euler’s 

Theorem, Fermat’s Theorem,Wilson’s Theorem  in proving 



 

various  Mathematical concepts. 

4.Solve Diophantine Equations of various order. 

5. Understand use of congruences, primitive roots in 

Cryptography. 

6.Obtain value of Irrational numbers 

7. Solve Quadratic equations using Legendersymbole. 

8.Solve Pell’s Equations 

9.Understand various Arithmatic Functions 

10.Understand how Mathematicians derive various special 

numbers in 16
th

century,how it was difficult for them to 

derive their properties without  using calculators and 

computers 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics –

Applied 

Component-

Elements of 

Operations 

Research 

Students able to 

1. Define basic feasible solutions, Slack and Surplus 

variable. 

2. Explain simplex method. 

3. Demonstrate Big-M method,Dual Simplex method 

4.Explain the need of Integer programming problem 

5.Demonstrate graphical and Gomory’s method  

6. Define various terms used in probability  

7. use discrete and continuous distributions –

Binimial,Poisson,Exponential,Rectangular and Normal 

8.Use MS-Excel and R software to solve 

LPP,Transportation problem and Assignment problem , 

Probability distributions 

9.Use basic terms used in financial mathematics –shares 

and mutual funds  

10.Understand environments of decision making  

11. Apply optimistic, pessimistic , equally likely and regret 

criteria to take decision. 

12. Apply EMV and EOL methods 

13. Draw decision tree 

14.Find IRR,pay back period and use MS-Excel to do it. 


